KNORRHÜTTE

MEILERHÜTTE

SCHACHENHAUS

www.davplus.de/knorrhuette
Tel. +49 (0) 151 14443496
Altitude: 2.051 m, 5 1⁄2 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 120 guests
www.alpenverein-gapa.de
Tel. +49 (0) 171 5227897
Altitude: 2.366 m, 4 - 5 hours
Level of difficulty: mod. - hard
Accommodation: 85 guests
www.schachenhaus.de
Tel. +49 (0) 172 8768868
Altitude: 1.866 m, 5 - 6 hours
Level of difficulty: mod. - hard
Accommodation: 70 guests

REINTALANGERHÜTTE
www.davplus.de/reintalangerhuette

Tel. +49 (0) 8821 7089743
Altitude: 1.370 m,
2 hours (from Schachenhaus)
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 80 guests
MÜNCHNERHAUS

SONNALPIN

muenchnerhaus.wachterhaus.com
Tel. +49 (0) 8821 2901
Altitude: 2.962 m, 8 1⁄2 - 9 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 27 guests
www.zugspitze.de
Tel. +49 (0) 8821 797291
Altitude: 2.576 m, ca. 7 1⁄2 - 8 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: none

HIKING ROUTE SUGGESTIONS
GANGHOFER TRAIL IN THE GAISTAL VALLEY
Route: Salzbach car park - Gaistalalm - Tillfußalm
Walking time: approx. 1 3⁄4 hours
The walk begins at the Salzbach car park. After approx. 200
m and a short initial ascent, an easy-going, traffic-free trail
takes you beneath the Hämmermoosalm to the Gaistalalm
and further on to the Tillfußalm which is situated beneath
the “Hubertus” hunting lodge.
WETTERSTEINHÜTTE - WANGALM HÄMMERMOOSALM / Trail no. 9, 41
Route: Stupfer car park - Wettersteinhütte - Wangalm Hämmermoosalm - Salzbach car park – Stupfer car park
Walking time: approx. 3 1⁄2 - 4 hours
Starting at the Stupfer car park at the end of the hamlet of
Klamm, a steep 400 metres climb takes you up to trail no. 9.
Follow this trail to the Wettersteinhütte and to the Wangalm.
The steep track interlaced with tree roots takes you to the hut
Hämmermoosalm and from there back to the starting point.
THROUGH THE GAISTAL VALLEY TO THE SEEBENALM /
Trail no. 7, 23A
Route: Salzbach car park – Ganghofer trail – Igelsee lake - Seebenalm
Walking time: approx. 4 - 5 hours
The hike begins at the Salzbach car park. After around 200
m the scenically beautiful Ganghofer trail branches off
to the right from the Gaistal road. From there follow the
Ganghofer trail into the Gaistal valley, past the Igelsee lake
to the Seebenalm.
HIGH ALPINE MEADOW HIKE ABOVE THE GAISTAL
VALLEY / Trail no. 12, 41, 45
Route: Stupfer car park – Wettersteinhütte - Wangalm Rotmoos Alm - Steinernes Hüttl - Tillfußalm – Ganghofer
trail – Stupfer car park
Walking time: approx. 8 hours
The ascent to the Wettersteinhütte and Wangalm mountain
huts begins at the Stupfer car park. The breathtakingly scenic,
south-facing track over the Roßberg mountain takes you to
the Rotmoos Alm and further on to the Steinernes Hüttl. From
there walk downhill to the Tillfußalm from where you can
follow the Ganghofer trail back to the starting point. This is a
stunningly beautiful hike at an altitude of around 2,000 metres

following the line of the Teufelsgrat ridge above. This route
takes you through some of the best areas for spotting wildlife
such as marmots and chamois. It’s not uncommon here to see
herds of chamois numbering over 30 animals. You can, if you
want, continue further up to the Predigtstuhl peak, 2,234 m.
RAUTHHÜTTE / TRAIL NO. 8 (from Obern, Moos and
Klamm) or trail no. 99 from Buchen
Route: Öfen, Obern or Buchen - Rauthhütte
Walking time: approx. 1 1⁄2 hours
There are 4 possible ascent routes:
1. From Obern the trail to the Rauthhütte is easy-going
initially, but becomes steeper later.
2. Via the Kalvarienberg (Calvary) in Klamm, the trail takes
you through the forest before joining the path to the
Rauthhütte.
3. Starting at the Rauthhütte car park, follow the trail to the
right through the forest until it joins the path in Moos that
leads to the Rauthhütte.
4. From Katzenloch near Buchen follow the narrow track to
the Rauthhütte.
GAISTALALM - TILLFUSSALM - STEINERNES HÜTTL /
Trail no. 45
Route: Salzbach car park - Gaistalalm - Tillfußalm Steinernes Hüttl
Walking time: approx. 3 - 3 1⁄2 hours
Starting from the Salzbach car park, follow the track to
where it forks. From there you can either continue along
the same path, or hike along the Ganghofer trail to the
Gaistalalm or to the Tillfußalm. From the Tillfußalm near the
“Hubertus” hunting lodge, a narrow, serpentine track winds
its way up to the Steinernes Hüttl.
COBURGERHÜTTE
Route: Salzbach car park - Igelsee lake – Seebensee lake Coburgerhütte
Walking time: approx. 5 1⁄2 - 6 hours
The hike begins at the Salzbach car park. After around
200 m the scenically beautiful Ganghofer trail branches
off to the right from the Gaistal road. From there follow the Ganghofer trail into the Gaistal valley, past the
Igelsee lake to the Seebenalm. Continue on to the Seebensee lake and, from there, follow the narrow, serpentine track up to the Coburgerhütte.

VIA THE MEILERHÜTTE AND KNORRHÜTTE TO THE
ZUGSPITZE MOUNTAIN (3-4 days)
Route: Puitbach/Reindlau - Meilerhütte - Schachenhaus Reintalangerhütte - Knorrhütte - Zugspitze - Steinernes
Hüttl - Salzbach car park - Puitbach/Reindlau
Day 1: Starting in Puitbach the route takes you over the Puittal
valley, the Söller Pass and the Leutascher Platt (hard) to the
Meilerhütte (approx. 4 - 4 1⁄2 hours)
Alternative route: In Reindlau via the Bergleintal valley to
the Meilerhütte (approx. 4 1⁄2 - 5 hours)
Day 2: Via the Schachenhaus to the Angerhütte (Reintalangerhütte) and then on to the Knorrhütte (approx. 4 1⁄2 - 5 hours)
Extended hike: You can, if you wish, spend a second night in the
Knorrhütte and, from there, ascent to the summit of the Zugspitze mountain via the Schneefernerhaus and the Münchnerhaus
(approx. 3 1⁄2 hours). After reaching the summit, return to the
Knorrhütte.
Day 3: From the Knorrhütte to the Steinernes Hüttl
(approx. 3 1⁄2 hours).
From there, walk in the direction of the Tillfußalm, along
the Ganghofer trail, past the Gaistalalm to the Salzbach car
park (approx. 3 hours). Return to the starting point on foot
(approx. 2 hours) or by bus.
INFORMATION
Olympiaregion Seefeld,
Leutasch Information Office
Tel. +43 (0) 5 08 80 - 10
Emaíl: info.leutasch@seefeld.com
www.seefeld.com
Mountain rescue Alpine emergency telephone no.: 140
HIKING MAP
A detailed hiking map is available in all the information
offices in the Olympiaregion Seefeld.
INTERACTIVE HIKING MAP
Online at maps.seefeld.com Hiking app at map.seefeld.com
SEEFELD | LEUTASCH
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MOUNTAIN HUTS IN
THE WETTERSTEIN RANGE

GAISTAL VALLEY A PASTURE PARADISE

MÖSER N-BUCHEN
R EITH | SCHA R NITZ
w w w. s eefel d .co m

WELCOME TO THE GAISTAL
VALLEY - A PASTURE PARADISE!

GAISTAL VALLEY

MOUNTAIN PASTURE FARMS AND
ALPINE HUTS IN THE GAISTAL VALLEY
RAUTHHÜTTE

The romantically picturesque Gaistal Valley, a landscape still
distinguished by the beauty of untouched nature, stretches
from the hamlet of Klamm in Oberleutasch in a westerly
direction to the Alpine terrain between the Mieminger and
Wetterstein mountain ranges. The central starting point for
hikes to mountain farms offering food and drink and to the
area’s countless mountain huts and Alpine refuges are the
five car parks situated between Klamm and the end of the
public road beside the Salzbach stream.

WETTERSTEINHÜTTE

This glorious high valley is, on the one hand, renowned for
its many mountain pastures where animals graze during
the summer months and, on the other, as a unique, pristine
mountain habitat. This area still boasts vast living territories
for roe deer, red deer and chamois, while golden eagles nest
in the walls of the Wetterstein mountain range. The Gaistal
Valley was also one of the favourite places of the renowned
poet Ludwig Ganghofer, whose hunting lodge was situated
above the pastures of the Tillfußalm mountain hut.

WANGALM

HÄMMERMOOSALM

With his famous novel „Das Schweigen im Walde“, he paid
a worthy tribute to the valley. He wrote many other works
in his hunting lodge Hubertus, a place in which he liked to
retreat, seek relaxation and indulge in his passion of hunting.
STARTING POINT “SALZBACH” CAR PARK P3-P5
Hämmermoosalm 3⁄4 hours
Gaistalalm 1 1⁄2 hours
Hut
Rotmoos Alm
information WC
- via steep track 2 hours
- steep track via Hämmermoosalm 2 1⁄2 hours Kneipp water
therapy area
- via Gaistalalm 3 1⁄2 hours
P3
Tillfußalm 1 3⁄4 hours
Steinernes Hüttl 3 1⁄2 - 4 hours
Stupfer
Knorrhütte 5 1⁄2 hours
car park P2
Zugspitze 8 hours
Hochfeldernalm 3 1⁄2 - 4 hours
Öfen
Ehrwalderalm 4 1⁄2 hours
car park P1
Seebenalm 4 1⁄2 hours
Ludwig Ganghofer Square
Coburger Hütte 5 1⁄2 hours

P5
H

Salzbach car
park
Bus stop

(summer only)

P4

Car parking ticket

GAISTALALM

STARTING POINT
“STUPFER” CAR PARK P1-P2
Rauthhütte
via Kalvarienberg 1 1⁄2 hours
Hohe Munde 5 1⁄2 hours
Wettersteinhütte 1 1⁄2 hours
Wangalm 1 3⁄4 hours
Rotmoos Alm
- via Wettersteinhütte and Wangalm 3 1⁄2 hours
Gehrenspitze 4 - 4 1⁄2 hours

ROTMOOS ALM

www.rauthhuette.at
Tel. +43 (0) 664 2815611
Altitude: 1.600 m, 1 1⁄2 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 80 guests
www.wettersteinhuette.at
Tel. +43 (0) 664 8958227
Altitude: 1.717 m, 1 1⁄2 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 35 guests
www.wangalm-leutasch.tirol
Tel. +43 (0) 664 9196073
Altitude: 1.753 m, 1 3⁄4 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 48 guests
www.haemmermoosalm.at
Tel. +43 (0) 676 3337000
Altitude: 1.420 m, approx. 3⁄4 hours
Level of difficulty: easy
Accommodation: 15 - 20 guests
www.gaistalalm.at
Tel. +43 (0) 5214 5190
Altitude: 1.366 m, 1 1⁄2 hours
Level of difficulty: easy
Accommodation: 15 guests
www.rotmoosalm.info
Tel. +43 (0) 664 4226149
Altitude: 2030 m, 2 1⁄2 - 3 1⁄2 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 12 - 15 guests

TILLFUSSALM

www.tillfussalm.at
Tel. +43 (0) 664 5516344
Altitude: 1.382 m, approx. 1 3⁄4 hours
Level of difficulty: easy
Accommodation: 10 guests

STEINERNES HÜTTL
Tel. +43 (0) 664 3854684
Altitude: 1.925 m, 3 1⁄2 - 4 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 10 guests
HOCHFELDERN-ALM

EHRWALDER-ALM

Tel. +43 (0) 664 2099112
oder +43 (0) 664 3419241
Altitude: 1.732 m, 3 1⁄2 - 4 hours
Level of difficulty: easy
Accommodation: 24 guests
www.ehrwalder-alm.com
Tel. +43 (0) 5673 21255
Altitude: 1.500 m, 4 1⁄2 hours
Level of difficulty: easy
Accommodation: none

SEEBENALM
Tel. +43 (0) 676 5946926
Altitude: 1.575 m, 4 1⁄2 hours
Level of difficulty: easy
Accommodation: none
COBURGERHÜTTE

www.coburgerhuette.at
Tel. +43 (0) 664 3254714
Altitude: 1.917 m, 5 1⁄2 hours
Level of difficulty: moderate
Accommodation: 80 guests

